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Everything Is Bigger in Taxes: Tax Refunds & Consumer Spending
 
Summary
• The U.S. consumer faces a wave of challenges in 2022. Persistent ination combined

with a less supportive policy environment will take much of the wind out of the sails
for consumer spending this year.

• But, it's not all doom and gloom for the consumer. Job growth remains strong and
household balance sheets are in relatively good shape.

• An underappreciated near-term tailwind for the consumer, in our view, is robust
federal tax refunds. The average tax refund is up more than 12% compared to last year
and is about 13% higher than the average refund over the past ve years.

• Refunds are higher on average due to some federal scal policy stimulus that is still
owing. In short, tax season aords households an opportunity to take advantage of
any COVID relief benets they may not have received in 2021.

• The tax ling season is far from over, and as we get closer to the April 18 ling
deadline, these data could change. That said, lers who are owed a refund tend to
le earlier than individuals who owe the government money. The average refund size
might drift lower in the coming weeks, but we doubt it will be a major decline.

• Real personal spending data has been noisy over the past few months, but through
February the level of real consumer spending is 0.3% ahead of where it was in
November—an impressive feat amid raging ination, the Omicron COVID wave and
less generous scal support.

• Higher refunds may have provided a bit of a buer to spending in February, and this
boost could continue through March and April. We forecast real personal consumption
grew at about a 3% annualized pace in the rst quarter. If realized, this would mark the
fastest pace of consumer spending growth since Q2-2021.

• But while refunds are a near-term tailwind for consumption, the eects will only be
temporary. The one-time inow from an outsized refund is no match for persistent
price pressures. Higher ination has pushed real disposable personal income
signicantly below its pre-pandemic trend, and this presents a growing concern for
future spending growth.

• Maintaining the current pace of real spending growth will be more challenging in the
second half of the year, and households likely will need to lean on their balance sheets
to sustain spending growth.
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Average Tax Refunds A Near-Term Bright Spot for the Consumer
The U.S. consumer is facing a wave of challenges in 2022. Ination has proven more severe and long-
lasting than previously anticipated, and the economic fallout from the Russia-Ukraine conict has
further exacerbated these inationary pressures. Despite robust nominal wage growth, ination-
adjusted average hourly earnings have stagnated in recent months (Figure 1). Interest rates are on
the rise as markets price in an aggressive tightening cycle from the Federal Reserve. The most recent
Freddie Mac survey of mortgage lenders shows that the average 30-year xed-rate mortgage is 4.7%,
up from 3.0% in early October (Figure 2). Financial markets have been volatile, and news headlines
about recession have reared their ugly heads.
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It is not all doom and gloom for the consumer. Job growth remains strong and averaged 562K per
month in Q1, more than triple the average pace of the 2010s. Households' have accumulated a
signicant amount of “excess savings” as a result of lower spending and robust scal support earlier in
the pandemic. More broadly, household net worth has soared over the past two years, and not just for
those at the top of the distribution (Figure 3). These strong balance sheet positions are not only driven
by excess cash savings and elevated asset prices. The liability side of households' balance sheets looks
reasonably healthy. The aggregate household debt-to-income ratio is relatively low compared to the
past 20 years (Figure 4).
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Figure 3
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Most of these tailwinds have been discussed at length by us and other analysts. However, we believe
robust federal tax refunds are an underappreciated near-term tailwind. As of March 25, the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) has processed 78.9 million individual income tax returns, a 3.8% increase from
the same period last year.1 Of those returns that have been processed, 57.8 million have included a tax
refund, with the average refund coming to $3,263. This is an increase of 12.4% from 2021 and is about
13% higher than the average refund over the past ve years (Figures 5 & 6). In total, $189 billion of tax
refunds have been disbursed, a 15.1% increase from the $164 billion sent out by this point in the 2021
ling season.
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Figure 6
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Average tax refunds are up primarily because there is still some federal scal policy stimulus owing.
The bulk of federal COVID relief funding went out to households in 2020 and 2021 and has since
stopped owing. The expanded federal unemployment insurance benets have ended, the nal
direct checks to households were sent last spring, etc. However, tax season aords households an
opportunity to take advantage of any COVID relief benets they may not have received in 2021. For
example, the American Rescue Plan (ARP) enacted in March 2021 temporarily expanded the Child Tax
Credit (CTC) from $2,000 to $3,000 per child ages 6-17 and to $3,600 per child under six, subject
to income limitations. Parents had the option of either receiving half of these expanded benets in
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monthly installments and the other half when they led their taxes or receiving the entire amount
come tax season.

Now that households are ling their taxes for 2021, some households who opted out of the monthly
payments are receiving their full benet, while others that missed the payments because of outdated
income information or a newborn child are receiving what they are owed. We estimate that only
80%-90% of the $110 billion CTC expansion was sent out in monthly installments in 2021, leaving the
rest to be claimed during tax ling season. Similarly, some households may not have received their full
economic impact payments (the direct household checks) because of a change in family circumstance
or nancial situation relative to what the government knew when the checks were rst sent out. In
addition, some tax credits other than the CTC were expanded as part of the ARP. Congress made the
Earned Income Tax Credit Child and the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit more generous for 2021
in the ARP.2 These credits are much smaller than the CTC, but add it all together, and it becomes more
clear why average refunds are up compared to previous years.

The tax ling season is far from over, and as we get closer to the April 15 ling deadline these data
could change. Last year, the IRS processed about 168 million individual income tax returns by the
end of the year. That said, lers who are owed a refund tend to le earlier than individuals who owe
the government money. This is the major reason that the federal budget decit tends to be large in
February and March, but come April the federal government often runs a budget surplus. The average
refund size might drift lower in the coming weeks, but we doubt it will be a major decline.

Refunds a Tailwind, but Only a Fleeting One
We might expect higher refunds to lift personal income in the near-term. However, there may be a
disconnect between what is happening in the real world and what is being reported in the economic
data. The monthly personal income and spending data are compiled by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis. In that data, tax refunds generally do not show up as a lump sum when distributed but instead
are allocated evenly over the 12 months of the calendar year.3 In other words, the personal income
data do not fully reect when the cash changes hands.

So what does this mean for consumption? While it us dicult to know precisely when households will
spend their refunds, if they're treated like other forms of household stimulus over the past two years,
the spend-down rate should be fairly immediate. As seen in Figure 7, a surge in spending occurred
each month of the pandemic a lump sum of cash was distributed in the form of stimulus. The seasonal
adjustment process should capture the “typical” spending bump from tax refunds, but bigger-than-
usual refunds suggest some upside risk in excess of the normal adjustment.

Figure 7
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Real personal spending slipped 0.4% in February, but that decline came after one of the best months
on record for real spending (+2.1% in January). Through the noise, real spending in February was 0.3%
above November's level—an impressive feat amid raging ination, the Omicron COVID wave and less
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generous scal support. It's thus possible higher refunds provided a bit of a buer in February, and this
boost could continue through March and April. The number of refunds processed by the IRS through
the fourth week of March is 3.8% above 2021's level but 12% below the ve-year average prior to the
pandemic. This slower process rate suggests refunds may provide some additional upside to spending
in April as well. We forecast real personal consumption grew at about a 3% annualized pace in the rst
quarter, which if realized would mark the fastest pace of consumer spending growth since Q2-2021.

But, while higher refunds are a near-term tailwind for consumption, the eects will only be temporary.
The biggest headwind weighing on the consumer is ination, and the one-time inow from a tax
refund is outweighed by these persistent price pressures. Ination is already eating into consumers'
purchasing power as seen in the trend decline in real disposable income (Figure 8). Higher ination has
pushed real disposable income signicantly below its pre-pandemic trend, which presents a growing
concern for future spending. Maintaining the current pace of real spending growth will be more
challenging in the second half of the year, and households will need to lean on their balance sheets to
sustain spending growth.

Endnotes
1 For the source data, please see "Filing Statistics for the Week Ending March 25 2022". (Return)

2 For additional information on these tax changes, see "Looking Ahead: How the American Rescue Plan
Aects Taxes". (Return)

3 For example, see this FAQ from the BEA which discusses how the CTC is treated in the NIPAs.
(Return)
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